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"Ring!"

Meanwhile, Seth managed to ring the alarm in the yard to summon the other martial artists in the mansion.

All the Golans were alerted by the alarm and began to swarm toward the yard.

"Haha! Leon, you walked right into this! Let's see where you're going to run to! Once you're out of the way, I'll have your

company and your woman!" Seth burst into laughter smugly.

Though Leon had a powerful defensive tool, Seth could tell that the tool's power was equivalent to the Initial or Intermediate

Emperor State.

The Golans were one of the ancient lineages in the southern region, with dozens of martial artists in the Advanced and Peak

Emperor States and a few in the Semi-Almighty State.

Once all the martial artists in the family assembled, it would be extremely easy to destroy Leon.

"Seth, you asked for this! If you want to die so badly, I'll make it happen!' Leon was provoked by Seth's words and since there

was no time to waste, he sent Noah flying into the distance with a punch, before swallowing a Dragon Pill.

Linder the Dragon Pill's effect, Leon's power level temporarily rose to the Initial Emperor State with no rivals in the same level,

and considering the acceleration in his speed, he might even stand a chance in defeating martial artists in the Intermediate

Emperor State.

"Take this!" Leon roared and launched a Double Attack at the speed of lightning toward Noah.

"Running out of tricks, aren't you?" Noah sneered in contempt and backed away once again like he did earlier, knowing that Leon

could not compare to him in terms of speed when he was only in the Peak Overlord State.

There was no way that Leon could ever injure him unless there was a miracle.

"Know your place, Leon!" Seth sneered and stared at Leon mockingly.

Like Noah, he was also amused by the fact that Leon insisted on facing Noah directly when he knew that he could not catch up

to Noah.

However, what happened next stook the two to their cores.

Leon's punch was far superior in terms of speed and despite Noah's effort, he simply could not escape Leon as Leon's attack

approached.

"Wh- What's going on?!" Noah gaped in disbelief.

He just fought Leon for a while and Leon struggled to catch up with him. Hence, Noah knew that his speed was his best

advantage. To his bewilderment, Leon's power and speed seemed to have accelerated within a matter of seconds and

surpassed him by miles.

Noah was stunned by the sight.
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